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Giving pause to moments of connection.
Recording time past,

and yet to come.
Seeing the world through a lens of beauty

pain
anger

laughter
And love.

Finding the present.
Traveling to places lost,

and yet to be seen.
Falling into danger,

being saved by grace,
and sharing,
Our Verse.

The story of our lives-
Together.

This is our purpose.



Listening to Autobahn in autobahn.
Spinning on a circle that goes around
around and around on deserted
asphalt strips, on flat surfaces now
made smooth by the fast fast fastest
contact between them and the tire,
the parts of German cars. All is
German here, the sound of spoken
words, bitumen, cars, wheels,
mechanics, sky.

Stretches a valley wide in front of me,
shines the sun placing rays on all I
see: on the other cars, on the houses
built besides this motorway
interchange just outside Nurnberg, on
the road signs and on their irrefutable
authority, on the meadows on the
outskirts of the city, on the baroque
abbey overlooking the plain from the
top of the hill close to Coburg, on its
back and on the façade pinnacles.

Vor uns liegt ein weites TalDie Sonne
scheint mit Glitzerstrahl.(A wide
valley lies in front of usThe sun shines
with a glittering beam.)

Now that I am close to Bamberg I fall
into a whirlwind of memories. I
remember its beauty and holidays I
spent there, I remember youth and
love, my then lightheartedness, the
city splendor as a mirror of our 

entwined lives.

I am travelling just for a few hours
and a handful of airy and earthy
kilometres but I feel like I am
exploring the spaces and the
landscapes of another planet. The
radio is connected to the playlists I
have loaded on my phone, I can to
decide what to listen to without
having to obey to the commercial
radio dictatorship. German radio
stations are terrible, they always
broadcast the worst music I have ever
listened, which is a sort of laughable
fate for the country that have given
birth to the most important musicians
of the Western world. Just like Italy,
passed from being at the heart of the
world history to being at its suburbs.

For sure it would be nice and
enjoyable to listen to debates and
talks but I am prevented by my
ignorance of the German language.
Luckily I have music, the greatest
picklock, there I can find refuge in my
audiosolipsism.

Kraftwerk, a most topical artist I could
not find, a German electronic sound
factory. The temptation to be smith
and shepherd is incredibly 

strong, to make concrete the fading
spine of a theme, of a text, of a path
that flows with/in/below me. And so
it happens.

Jetzt schalten wir ja das Radio an
Aus dem Lautsprecher klingt es dann:
Wir fah'rn auf der Autobahn.
(Now we turn on the radioIt then
sounds from the loudspeaker: We're
driving on the highway.)

As right as it happens, radio says, I
am on the autobahn. Light slowly
declines while, after my job duties, I
drive the last kilometers detaching
me from Steinbach am Wald and my
accommodation.

I park my car, collect my luggage,
check-in, enter my room. The
temptation of going out and explore
the town is too strong and so I quickly
jump outside for a walk. There’s
nothing much to see… the town is
really small and looks like this little
everything is built on the two sides of
the road, no traffic at all, just a very
few people are strolling around. I do
not understand if my position is the
only vertical cardinal point alive or if I
can find some more life forms after
the slope.

autobahn
W O R D S  B Y  N I C O L A  G A L L I
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I cross the road to visit a small
church, its pinnacle is black and quite
stubby, walls are painted yellow, a
thick and heavy stone barrier circles a
holy meadow. I walk inside and I find
that the courtyard is really small,
almost empty, naked, without flowers,
crosses, graves. The church is closed.
Stop. There is not even space for an
idea of God or of Man, there is no
alternative to a slammed door, no
breaches, no (holy) ghosts.Feeling
slightly disappointed I walk out of this
German hortus conclusus and walk
near unembellished houses, barns,
depots and tractors; everyone is at
home, maybe they are having dinner.

I go back to the hotel, right in time to
admire a different sunset, colder than
usual and made wet by some
sprinkles of icy snow, shy but sharp
crumbles of water. Germany appears
lashed to me, it surrounds my
travelling alone, besieged by last
chance duty and dignity, like
castaways on the beach.

My hotel is a well-aged and genuine
gasthaus, its mood is filled with
gothic letters, like a modern
Gutenberg, unassailable son of
unshakeable seriousness. Earlier
today, visiting the factory, I was in
contact with the mythical German
working class, the one that was
supposed to make the Revolution
(with capital R). 

It is already the second time, in a split
month, that I dive into these mental r 

tough spaces, that I attach myself to
these chains of decoding.

Unfortunately, understanding the
written words is impossible for me, I
can only admire the graphic power of
the Gothic without reading or
understanding it, I slam into a closed
door. Great musicians and great
physicists, great technicians,
swastikas and terrible dark uniforms
and harsh pronunciations of
barbarian heritage but also workers
and socialism of the East, engines
that never give up, serious highways
without rest areas because the
German driver doesn’t make stops (at
best he stops in the green meadow),
he doesn’t go to the bar, he doesn’t
drink coffee, he doesn’t buy toblerone
or biscuits, pasta, sauce, wine, oil,
salame. 

No, he seriously contemplates the ad-
free motorway guessing which may
be the cities at the exits as the signs
only say Ausfahrt, exit. Tautological,
true as such, without excuses or
shortcuts. You can drive for hundreds
of kms in the silent and serious
landscape (trying not to disturb its
reflections), without distractions or
pizzerias.

How could we not admire that what
we are not and who we will not be?
Doing things with skill to have a good
and lasting result, masters of
technique and its secrets, of what
makes great what is great.

Our/my perception is that of those
who feel like losers on this level of
confrontation, our/my reaction is
obtained by difference, according to
what they (the Germans) are not and
what we (the Italians) pretend to be.
In our national ambitions we are
better than reality, we lie to ourselves
by living in a bubble of lies, groping
on accused reputations.

I wonder what I'm doing here, "Herr
Galli" lost in the woods of Upper
Bavaria, writing about the maximum
systems absent from our ambitions
and observing the nonchalance with
which the Germans listen to vintage
‘70s music, while this splendid
waitress, so normal and alive (just for
this splendid), twirls between kitchen
and counter and dining room without
missing a shot, a move.

The only other guest having dinner in
the room is a man who eats alone, he
empties his dish in a hurry and
immediately goes back to his room,
perhaps he is afraid that the
(perfect) folds of his shirt will die out
before midnight, new Cinderello,
victim of his own spell.

Because HERE lies the key.

The Teutonic fatigue of a precise and
serious and tested lifestyle is
completely vain. It is all despair pure
horror fear blue sisyphean task, theirs.
A desperate (and losing) struggle
against humanity's imperfection. A
whole nation and its population as a
living attempt to build an
embankment (a wall?) to close defect
error mistake unexpected fault out.

A laudable attempt, theirs, someone
needs to do it after all... but the
effort is destined for defeat.
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splinters for the scale

Every word poured down
like clay and water
each one etched into standing oak
for nordic ship masts
and goddess carved bows
for the sight of you
in your open bath robe
for the deeds done
in your kitchen
every turn of phrase aiming
at a sweetness
a saccharine memory
the movement of the line
meant to conjure the pine and wood
smoke
and sweat
of our naked presence
by the stove's fire
mountains shifting under a blanket
if consonants catch
it's chemistry and recall
for that new year's kiss
dripping minutes to condensed steam
around the driver and passenger
seats
if you ask what it's for
it's all splinters fort the scale
so that I may one day
be balanced back
in your favor

P O E T R Y  B Y  S E A N  M U R P H Y



icon
features

Budapest

the scent of paprika and lemonade
and the elegant decaying bars
violinists and trumpeters playing
forgotten dances
for people high on glimmering streams
of beer
and palinka
the pastel walls slowly crumbling
against the sun
image of elders approaching their
sunset
remembering the war
and the good times
no regrets
at night
a few illuminated windows
austere buildings breathing history
tragedy
love stories
I believe the legend it tells
I believe in the dark fairytale
of Budapest

Lenka's Dream

Lenka dreams of falling
down the rabbit hole
among pipelines and dust
and broken dolls
a whirlwind of plaster flakes
seeping in her bright red hair
dyeing her skin of dead colours
the warm rough breath
of the underground trains
beats her paper body
black and blue
merciless
Lenka is free falling
in the bottomless void
silent, blindfolded
dumb
a teenage girl is a loaded gun

P O E T R Y  B Y  C H I A R A  M A X I A
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A writer and actress based out of Paris, France, Chiara Maxia recently published her second book entitled,
"Icon," a combination of poems and pictures. Through every page she wraps her fingers around moments in

time. Simple pauses holding profound meaning to her, where she lets the reader into the underground, the place
where her soul resides. And conversely, she helps us remember our own intuitions, thoughts, pain and tiny

moments of happiness. To read "Icon" is to walk with Chiara through life. To find meaning in the small and large.
And ultimately, remember how to live.  - Daniel Kazmaier

To purchase "Icon," head to her website at: https://www.chiaramaxia.com/



chiara maxia
artist's corner

When did you start writing poetry?

I was very young (I guess eleven or twelve) - and to be honest I don’t have a clear memory of how it began - it just
happened that after a while I noticed I had two notebooks full of my own writing. I am of the opinion that poetry is never
born, it just happens.

Did you attend schooling for it?

Just mandatory schooling.

What is your basic background?

I was born in a household full of books, old films and records, and often visited by people from several cultures and
backgrounds. Growing up, I had the chance to live in different countries. This mix of art, languages and travel was the
fertile ground in which I blossomed.

What opportunities or struggles have you had/faced to get

where you are now?

I feel grateful for the support I’ve had from my loved ones, which definitely played a big role in taking me where I am now,
and for the opportunity to have met many cool and interesting people on my way. There are always struggles - to quote
Italian songwriter Francesco Guccini “my lyrics are so dark because when I’m happy I don’t waste my time writing, I go out
and party like normal people”.

Where do you see yourself going from here?

At the moment I am based in Paris, where I work as an actor and take part in different creative projects with other local and
international artists. I definitely want to grow up in that direction and learn as much as I can.

What advice or message would you like to give future artists?

Take what you have inside and put it out. Unapologetically.

What message do you mostly seek to portray through your

writing?

I don’t have a message, or at least not a conscious, intentional one. But it feels good when my work moves something or
struck a chord with the audience. I feel connected. 

BIO:

Chiara Maxia is a multilingual actress and writer. Born on the Italian island of Sardinia, she has lived in different countries
including England, Russia, Scotland, and France. She started training as an actor in Italy, continuing her studies in London
and later in Paris, where she graduated in Film Acting in 2019. She currently lives between France and Italy. In 2018 she
published her first poetry collection Flirt. Icon - poems + visuals was released in April 2020.

www.chiaramaxia.com
instagram.com/chiaramaxia_
facebook.com/maxiachiara
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feather in the machine

it was like a 
cheap trick;
one second 
I was a boy,
the next I'm 
stumbling drunk
into bed, hoping 
the day was 
a nightmare...

it knows
just how to 
beat us down.

it's a dry day 
in my mid-twenties;
numb teeth and
aching ankles,

I'm staring down 
at a worn heap of
molds and lumps

(bony legs and a 
hairy chest)
and out the corner
of my eyes,
I see it;
mechanicum face,
voice like the tick
of a clock,
telling me to go on
to push further;
one more second,
one more hour,
one more month,
one more boring 
commute to classrooms,
to laboratories,
to half-hearted words
and radiated dreams
one more tiring
day of work,
one more pose
for people I don't 
know,
one more wasted 
youth...

it knows
just how to
beat us down.
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midnight geist
artist's corner

cover artist
What is your basic background?  

I was born in Jacksonville Florida to a military father and a mother who did her absolute best to keep me on a narrow path

to success. We moved to Virginia when I was young and I was raised in Chesapeake, Virginia. I call it The Peak. It’s in The

Peak where I realized my life wasn’t meant to be one of regularity. I was meant to create art on every level.

When did you start your photography?

I was always fascinated by art in its totality and I absorbed every ounce of it that I could as I grew up. I wrote and

recorded music as a teen. I practiced illustration as a youth which eventually turned into me being a self taught graphic

designer. This lead to me wanting to be involved in every facet of art and I began to have aspirations of starting a clothing

line. That lead to me learning photography in 2015 so that I could photograph the clothing I created. It soon dawned on

me that photography could be a conduit to so much more, and I’ve used it to become an event director as well as a

marketing coordinator.

Did you attend schooling for it?

I attended school in Norfolk, VA (shout out to my second home). I went to Old Dominion University but I didn’t study

photography, I instead studied another art form, communication. I’m self-taught with the help of other photographers and

artists including J.Lewis, Josef Hicks, and Antnyrome.

What opportunities or struggles have you had/faced to get where you are now?

My opportunities have been plentiful but as have my struggles. When I first started my photography journey I put any

amount of money I had into gathering more gear and new programs. I traveled to any art show I had the ability to attend,

and I was only receiving money through photography so I definitely struggled through college financially. I was doing work

that was free for anyone I came across during that time just to get my name out there but I was paying for it when it came

to having any money for myself. People took advantage of that and I was often paid with empty promises and that

continued for a year or so. During my humble photography beginnings I was traveling often with less than $50 in my bank

account. I remember sleeping in my car in DC. I remember being awake for two days straight shooting and driving in New

York City with less than $100 in my account and then driving straight back home to Virginia and shooting the now historic

Charlottesville rally. After struggling for so long I became more of a recluse. I started to only work when money was

involved and I lost my passion for a time being. I’m now trying to break out of that mold. I’ve found my passion again, now

it’s time for me to find balance.

Where do you see yourself going from here?

I see myself building the media agency that I just began called Midnight Media. I aim to become an artist who can create

via any medium I please, whether it be music, painting, photography, fashion, architecture, you name it I want to be able

to create it.

What advice or message would you like to give future artists?

I would give artists the same advice I was given. Don’t count your losses, in fact, treat your losses as delayed wins. Success

is inevitable if you keep at it. Don’t let anyone decide what you can achieve, and don’t stand in your own way. Once you

get the mentality that anything is possible, you start accomplishing things that others could never fathom.

What did you seek to portray with the cover photo? 

  I would love to be the artist who could give an inner meaning for every piece but honestly I can’t. This piece doesn’t

symbolize something I went out to portray, instead this piece represents a story of mine. I took this photo about two hours

from Cancun, Mexico when I went on vacation. I was bored with the area I was in and decided to take a bus about two

hours westward. The bus was like $4 USD and it brought me to these Mayan ruins. The ruins were beautiful and while there

I stumbled into a display of Mayan heritage over a running body of water which mesmerized me. I was lucky enough to

have my camera with me during the display and honestly I don’t believe I was supposed to but I had snuck it in with my

backpack. I say all of this to give a message for other photographers. Bring your camera everywhere. Every picture you

take is a story, but it is a story that only you can tell. It doesn’t have to always be something that you thought out for hours

on end, it’s alright sometimes to just live in the moment, and truth be told, that’s what photography is about. Creating

memories from moments for others to relish.
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the mouse of silence

the mouse of silence crawls the perimeter

of the dining room table

while i'm fixated on what makes poems last

most of the time this thing's like

trying to steady a piano outside a window

sometimes it's like an undertaker's check list:

dirt, shovel, best life brought out of the dead,

appropriate sized box of gleaming maple

to hold the grief

the mouse hesitates his rounds

enough for a clock tick or two to break through

where loneliness and weeks and insects dig in

after the night comes down, sometimes

it makes capes for certain ones

to wear throughout the day

until twilight comes and we remove it

to place in the closet, to be reabsorbed

into the shadows

sometimes, in just a hair width's of mercy, 

a smile, and a grounding touch bare

the temperature of the light

any dark dissolves

like static sliding off a song

P O E T R Y  B Y  S E A N  M U R P H Y



sean murphy
artist's corner
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When did you start writing poetry?

I don't know if it counts as poetry but I started writing song lyrics at 14. In my early twenties I took a creative writing course in

college and we had to write in forms, sonnets, villanelles, sestinas, ekphrastic. At that point I felt I was writing poetry. Now, was

it any good? Probably not. But I learned about the forms and the way sound is used. 

Did you attend schooling or are you self-taught?

I took that creative writing class mentioned above and I took a poetry class at the community college this past year. Before

and in between has been reading different poets and a few books on the craft, like Triggering Town by Richard Hugo. 

What is your basic background (where did you grow up, what work have you done, etc.)?

I grew up on Long Island, basically suburbs of New York City. As for employment, I've mostly done retail: record stores, book

stores, food stores, convenience stores, and one job working with people who have developmental disabilities. As far as

writing work, there's some in previous issues of Our Verse Magazine. 

What opportunities or struggles have you had/faced to get where you are now?

I think the main thing is that because writing is a solitary process and you're always working on it, you wonder a lot if it's any

good. Richard Hugo says, "When you have done your best it doesn't matter how good it is." That's helped some to calm the

doubt, and it can be applied to more than just writing. At some point it clicked, maybe when I kept a journal, that writing

helped my mental state. So whether I've had stress, worry, doubt, sadness, I tell myself to keep writing, because it helps in

reducing those things or to make sense of them. 

 Where do you see yourself going from here?

I'll keep at it and keep submitting work. I'd like to get into one of the low residency writing programs in Vermont sometime in

the new couple of years but who knows what's going on with schools for the foreseeable future. 

What advice or message would you like to give future artists?

I don't know if I'm in a position to give advice but I'd say trust in how much it means to you. More than likely you'll encounter

people or ideas that'll try to diminish that but make time to work at it, just for the reason that it's helping you in some way and

it challenges you and you like it. 

What message do you mostly seek to portray through your writing?

I don't know if I seek to portray a message. I write in some sense to try to understand myself and my place in the world. It's nice

when in your immediate community you feel isolated or alone in your feelings and ideas and then you open up a book or a

magazine or read on a blog something that lets you know you're not alone in how you feel. It helps you validate those feelings,

and you participate in a kind of communication. 

And maybe when we read something we're taking a little more time to hear someone out than we otherwise would, so there's

the chance to increase empathy, which I think is positive all around. So, I don't know if it's a message but I hope that a reader

in general might find something they connect with in writing that they might not otherwise have found. 
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Driving through New Mexico

There was this road

A bright grey color

Splitting dry desert mountains

Until it reached the peak and

disappeared. 

It seemed to go on forever

Straight into the sky

To that place where stars look like

traffic lights

And a soft touch with the tips of

your bony fingers

Would reveal for sure

The heavens were real. 

That stairway...

It sat in New Mexico

In a quiet town of people

Who unknowingly climbed it every

day. 

But eventually I too

Would come to see it as they did. 

The same way I see the ocean

Or a dark red sunset. 

The mirage of banality

Robs us of eternity. 

P O E T R Y  B Y  D A N I E L  K A Z M A I E R
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